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Most biopics suck.

But the right ones will blow your mind.

Here's a list of 20 biopics you cannot miss:

The Inventor:

Out for Blood in Silicon Valley

The youngest self-made billionaire who had to dissolve her company, this is a cautionary tale for founders everywhere.

WeWork: Or the Making and Breaking of a $47 Billion Unicorn

We've all heard of WeWork, but here is the turbulent story of the company and its erratic founder.
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A Beautiful Mind

A mathematical genius' journey from a crazy discovery to painful self-discovery.

Becoming Warren Buffet

We all know what a genius he is, but here's the story of how he got there.



The Social Network

The infamous story behind Facebook that could not have portrayed any better.

The Imitation Game

The story of Alan Turing and how he decrypted the "uncrackable" enigma built by the Nazis.



Catch me if you can

Chasing Frank Abagnale, the master of deception and most successful bank robber in US history.

I, Tonya

Watch how 1 famous sports scandal can ruin an athlete's lifelong legacy.



The Wolf of Wall Street

From an entry-level job to the leader of Wall Street, here's Jordan Belfort's story and a glimpse of his parties.

Just Mercy

Detailing the racial and legal encounters of a lawyer who is helping the underepresented.



Moneyball

Billy Beane and his wild story of building the most unorthodox, yet effective, baseball team.

The Blind Side

A struggling teenager is adopted into a new family where he realizes his potential as a student & football player.



The Big Short

Watch a bunch of guys make a fortune while the American economy collapses in the financial crisis of 2008.

The Theory of Everything

Despite a serious disease, Hawking and his partner study time & redefine our understanding of it.



Ford v Ferrari

An automotive designer & a racer work together to build the revolutionary Ford Motor Co. vehicle.

Erin Brockovich

A compelling story of an activist who takes down unethical, corporate institutions.



tick, tick...BOOM!

Personable story that follows a self-doubting composer in NYC.

Goodfellas

Working his way up to the top of a mob, it's only time before he sees the harm being caused.



Raging Bull

The inability to be expressive sends a rising boxer into a downward spiral.

This one is old but gold...



Concussion

An ambitious doctor warns footballers about potential trauma to the head as a result of the game.
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